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REPURPOSE
Unemployment of the youth in Zimbabwe is a crisis
that has increasingly led to many youths losing hope
for the country.Most of the youths do not realise      
their potential and thus fail to envision the certainty     
of their future as they live far below their potential.

Plumtree is a small emerging town on the    south- Plumtree is a small emerging town on the    south- 
western side of the country.There are a number of
abandoned warehouses that stopped functioning
because of the economic crisis.Some have fallen    
into ruins because of lack of function.

Architecture won’t literally create employment for     
all the youths,but it can metaphysically unlock their
potential to realise the possibilities from what is    potential to realise the possibilities from what is    
around them.

From a survey of the youth in Plumtree,I noticed that
their main concern is that,‘they don’t have anything
to do’,but at the same time,’they want to be heard’.

This proposal aims to repurpose an abandoned
factory along Kingsway in Plumtree,into a youth and
entrepreneurship centre.Its new purpose is to
enhance the skills of the youth and enable social
change to discover their potential through the
empowerment of the local youth.

From my research,most youth centres have turnedFrom my research,most youth centres have turned
into white elephants as they are not enticing enough
for the youth to spend their time there,Thus my design
facilitates the needs of the modern youth.

This thesis stresses the essence of synthesis and
necessity in design,especially in such times of crisis
through the minimalistic choice of materials such as
wire-mesh for interior partitioning.wire-mesh for interior partitioning.

This proves that space has the capacity to push the
mind,rejuvinate the spirit and help realise the
possibilities.

It also brings foward a sustainable idea,that the youth
can repupose what is around them,that which has
been abandoned,for a better purpose,thus proving
the metaphysics of space to human life.the metaphysics of space to human life.


